Each Senior is required to attend Prayers thirteen times, Recitations fourteen times, and Divine Worship once each week. All absences, whether unavoidable or not, are recorded. A very simple calculation, therefore, will enable you to ascertain the precise portion of duties performed and omitted.

During the half session, which closed on Friday evening last, (a period of ten weeks,) Mr. has been absent from Prayers times, from Recitations times, and from attendance on Divine Worship times— of these absences, from Prayers, from Recitation, and from Divine Worship, were unavoidable.

With respect to the necessary expenses of a Student, the Faculty concur entirely in the opinion expressed by the Executive Committee, in the Circular addressed to Parents and Guardians on the 15th of April, 1837, that exclusive of the supplies of clothing ordinarily obtained from home, more than two hundred and fifty dollars a year is not necessary either to the comfort or reputation of any one.

Yours, very respectfully,

DAVID L. SWAIN, PRESIDENT.